of lattice mismatch result lattice distortion and localized states in membrane surface, means defects are not uniformly membrane is losing its elastic behavior and turn down to plastic regime, which is a concept that can be applied to mac-
INTRODUCTION
form to provide a symmetrical carrier distribution in a collection of ions and loosely bind electrons or cova----tortion and then an asymmetrical charge distribution in localized states in the surface and act as trap because of membrane that undergoes beyond the critical applied increases, the total number of atoms under strain or the Surface roughness and environment play a critical dimension, the surface roughness and area of contact should reach comparable dimension, such that apparent Physical structures used in technological applications have been reduced in size, there has been increasing A number of forces comes into picture as the tip-sample separated at an almost atomic distance, number of forces that act between two surfaces can cause them to adhere, which produces bond strengths comparable to form fraction of nanometer) the surface plasma will provide a atomic distance apart, the full hydrogen bind will have been formed and the short-range repulsive forces comes forces depends on the true contact area and nature of The nature of these forces could be van der Waals, electrostatic, chemical-bonding forces etc that are active
Table1: Interaction forces and their range in SFM
The dominant interaction that exists between atoms, between molecules and between particles is van der Waals Statistically, it is conceivable that the nucleus and its electron cloud are momentarily displaced with respect Thus, van der Waals forces are generated at the instant that an electron cloud density occurs at one side of an effect [3] where the structure and energies of silicon may formalism behaviors in strained silicon membrane are nanoscale dimension, the surface roughness and area of contact should reach comparable dimension [1] , such that apparent and true area of contact becomes nano-adhesion experiment is increasingly popular to provides a screening action, at the same time surface an almost atomic distance, number of forces that act force required to separate the two surfaces is adhesive atomic distance, the short-range repulsive forces comes depends on the true contact area and nature of the nature of these forces could be van der Waals (vdW), An atom is composed of a positively charged core Statistically, it is conceivable that the nucleus and its electron cloud are momentarily displaced with respect Thus, vdW forces are generated at the instant that an electron cloud density occurs at one side of an atom touching the sample, the distance between them is in electrostatic force of repulsion is account into the strength depends on the distance between two atoms in strained silicon membrane which is asymmetrically EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE smple was prepared and gas was used to pressurize the cell, which retains the the experiment reported here, the cell was pressurized to recorded by symmetrically moving the sample on the instrument was automatically programmed to collect force distance curves (from which the pull-off force data A and a scanning speed of 2
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In order to observe such sequence of depressionin different locations of the extended silicon membrane and a similar sequence of elevation-depression-elevation
In our experiment the spatial mapping of pull-off force either side of the middle at the depressions in image obtained on the silicon membrane, which has been deformed following application of a pressure of 3 bar and compare this with the pull-off force data from the and hence single atomic interaction between tip-sample connected with the interfacial energy, is a concept which can be applied to macroscopic well as microscopic microscopic systems and even at molecular levels, its numerical value is close to that of a planer macroscopic 132 separate surface 1 and surface 2 in medium 3, per unit area), is related to interfacial energy [2, 4] Where represents interfacial energy; 1,2 and 3 refer to the measurements are performed in a vacuum, the interfacial energy 1 3 is simply surface free energy, 1 , and let a 0 be the radius of each silicon atom, such that the number of silicon atoms that are in contact with the tip can be estimated as 2 2 a n a a a n hence net interaction strength for given pull-off force 
SURFACE ENERGY CHARACTERIZATION
It is obvious that the coordination of surface atom is So, the molecules on the surface layer have higher is surface energy and it is the sum of the energies of contains atoms with uncompensated bonds producing surface energy is the measurement of the strength of the surface area of the defect, the higher will be the force and hence surface energy depends on highly poor molecule (defected) that are strongly attached to atoms that surface energy is more where pull-off force is more
Roughness characterization
from the graph that the rms height of the irregularities is 6 nm where as they stand only 3 nm after application of Hence, the average roughness of the irregularities after membrane has been deformed following the application of pressure but the average roughness is appreciably Where wop is without pressure and wp is with pressure
IV CHARACTERIZATION
In order to better understand the charge asymmetry over the extended silicon membrane, we further proceed conditions of the same silicon membrane are display
We have the following explanation why this actually ion, if placed into the crystal lattice, the impurity ion distort the region around it either by pushing the host region becomes further enlarged and activated, as the As for example, deformation causes a great increase 
CONCLUSION
In solid-state physics, we avoid the surface that arises unl the thermodynamic equilibrium, a crystal acquires the vibratory motion of surface atoms contributes to surface is obvious that the coordination of as in inner layers the atoms are in condensed phase, the the molecules on the surface have lower coordination that, the molecules on the surface layer have higher energy than those in is surface energy and it is the sum of the energies of contains atoms with uncompensated bonds producing
We have experimentally proved that pressurized silicon membrane has pull-off force variation over the strained si-membrane that is because surface energy varies measures by eq (1) and (2), variation with corresponding there is heterogeneous distribution asymmetrical charge distribution over the strained
